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Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping Using Single-Shot
Echo-Planar Imaging
Hongfu Sun and Alan H. Wilman*
Purpose: To perform quantitative susceptibility mapping
(QSM) in negligible acquisition time and apply it to measuring
iron-rich subcortical gray matter.
Methods: Whole brain QSM was performed using single-shot
gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) in under 7 seconds on a
standard 1.5 T system for imaging brain iron in subcortical
gray matter. The method was compared to a standard
6-minute gradient recalled echo (GRE) QSM acquisition in
healthy subjects. Region-of-interest QSM measurements were
compared between methods in six subcortical gray-matter
nuclei and two white matter territories.
Results: EPI-QSM provided similar mean susceptibility values
to standard GRE-QSM in iron-rich subcortical gray matter
regions, while providing greater than 50-fold scan time reduction. Blurring from the low spatial resolution and transverse
relaxation decay of EPI affected edges but had negligible
effect on whole subcortical nuclei measurements, which had a
high correlation (R2 ¼ 0.96) to estimated iron content.
Conclusion: EPI-QSM can be performed in several seconds,
which enables expansion of brain iron studies of subcortical
gray matter to cases where time is limited and to existing MRI
studies that already uses gradient echo EPI. Magn Reson
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INTRODUCTION
Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) (1–6) provides a valuable MRI contrast based on differences in tissue magnetic susceptibility. It is derived from gradient
echo phase measurements through an ill-posed deconvolution process (7–11). Compared to phase imaging, QSM
resolves the nonlocal effect and minimizes the magnetic
field orientation dependency (12,13), unveiling the local
susceptibility distribution. In the human brain, most
QSM applications are employed to quantify strong susceptibility sources such as iron, calcium, gadolinium,
super paramagnetic iron oxide nano-particles, and myelin. For instance, QSM has been developed for characterizing intracranial hemorrhages (14,15) and microbleeds
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(16), distinguishing iron from calcification (17), identifying cerebral lesions (18,19), and quantifying contrast
agents (20) and blood vessel oxygenation (21–23). To
date, the most potentially valuable clinical application of
QSM is for examining iron accumulation in the iron-rich
basal ganglia and thalamus (24–26), which has been well
studied with transverse relaxation and phase imaging,
for example (27–30). Clinical applications of iron quantification in these regions of subcortical gray matter (GM)
include multiple sclerosis (31), Parkinson’s disease (32),
Alzheimer’s disease (33), and Huntington’s disease (34),
where iron may have an important role as a biomarker of
disease (35,36). Furthermore, strong linear correlations of
iron content in subcortical GM to QSM have been
reported through postmortem validation by mass spectrometry (37), X-ray emission and fluorescence (38), and
Perls’ iron staining (39). In general, susceptibility is isotropic in subcortical GM but not in white matter where
myelin-induced anisotropy leads to a dependence on orientation relative to the main field (40–43).
Although QSM is becoming a valuable technique for
quantifying susceptibility sources, it remains a relatively
slow imaging method, with an acquisition typically taking 5 to 10 minutes to cover the whole brain using either
a single or multiple gradient echo sequence. Although
this long acquisition is acceptable in most research studies, it impedes the use of QSM in the clinic or in other
cases where time is constrained. Furthermore, many subjects may not be able to hold still for such long scans, as
may be the case for patients with dementia or Parkinson’s disease. Moreover, it would be helpful if QSM
could be performed with acquisition methods already in
use in many research studies.
Single-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) (44), which was
introduced by Mansfield in 1977, enables the imaging of
a single slice in under 100 milliseconds. This ultra-fast
imaging technique is able to capture dynamic processes
free from motion artifacts. Single-shot gradient EPI is the
standard approach for functional brain mapping (fMRI)
(45) using blood oxygen level-dependence (BOLD) (46).
Gradient EPI is also widely available on clinical systems
and can collect a whole brain acquisition using thin slices in several seconds. Recently, QSM has been applied
to functional imaging at 7 T (47) and 9.4 T (48) using
zoomed EPI. In these experiments, the QSM functional
signal change was demonstrated to be far less than
standard BOLD magnitude EPI change, and only partial
brain coverage of cortical areas was examined due to the
requirement of high spatial resolution to capture subtle,
local susceptibility changes. Rather than investigate
functional change in the cortex at high field, our goal
here is to introduce EPI-QSM for measuring brain iron in
subcortical GM on a standard clinical system (1.5 T).
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METHODS
MRI Acquisition
Whole brain acquisitions of both single-shot gradient EPI
and standard gradient recalled echo (GRE) imaging were
acquired on six healthy volunteers (age 28 6 4 yrs) at 1.5
T (Siemens Medical Solution, Erlangen, Germany). The
proposed EPI-QSM method used ascending multi-slice
two-dimensional (2D) gradient EPI with a total acquisition
time of 7 seconds (echo time [TE] 40 ms; 60 axial slices
of 2-mm thickness; single shot; 230  230 mm2 field-ofview [FOV]; in-plane voxel size of 1.8  1.8 mm2;
7=8 partial Fourier in-phase encoding; 208 kHz bandwidth; 90 excitation; ramp sampling; fat saturation;
no dummy scans). A 3D-radiofrequency spoiled GRE
sequence, as used in standard susceptibility-weighted
imaging, was also performed with an acquisition about
50 times longer at 5:50 minutes (TE/pulse repetition
time [TR] 40/49 ms; 230  207  136 mm3 FOV; voxel
size of 0.72  0.72  2 mm3; 25.6 kHz bandwidth; 15
excitation; GRAPPA parallel imaging R ¼ 2; first-order
flow compensation in slice and readout dimensions).
An eight-element head coil was used for signal reception. The raw k-space datasets were saved and moved
offline for image reconstruction.
QSM Reconstruction
The EPI-QSM reconstruction process is illustrated in Figure 1. Multi-channel complex images were combined
(Fig. 1a) using an adaptive implementation of the spatial
matched filter (49). The method was applied in 3D with
a 5-mm radius spherical local region. To properly combine the phase, one channel was chosen as the relative
reference channel, and any initial phase offset from that
channel ultimately remained in the combined phase.
The binary volume masks of brain tissues were formed
using the brain extraction tool (50) of FMRIB software
library (FSL) package (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
fslwiki/). Phase images were unwrapped (Fig. 1b) using
phase region expanding labeller for unwrapping discrete
estimates (PRELUDE) (51) of FSL. Unwanted slowly
varying background phase due to air/tissue susceptibility
interfaces or imperfect shimming was removed (Fig. 1c)
using the regularization enabled sophisticated harmonic
artifact reduction for phase data (RESHARP) method
(52), with a kernel radius of 5 mm and Tikhonov regularization parameter of 103. Similar to the sophisticated
harmonic artifact reduction for phase data method,
RESHARP removes the harmonic component of background field from the background dipole sources (5,53);
however, through Tikhonov regularization RESHARP
also removes the low-frequency phase offset retained in
the reference channel as a result of the multi-channel
combination such that no additional filtering is required.
The field map was normalized by the main magnetic
field strength to parts-per-million (ppm). Lastly, dipole
inversion was carried out (Fig. 1d) using the total variation technique (10) with regularization parameter of 5 
104. This regularization method is in the L1-norm form
of cost function as proposed in (54), but of the derivatives that preserve and promote sparse edge information.

FIG. 1. Processing steps of EPI-QSM. (a) Channel-combined
phase using adaptive method. (b) Unwrapped phase using PRELUDE. (c) Local field map after background removal using
RESHARP. (d) Susceptibility map after dipole inversion with total
variation regularization. (e) Magnitude of EPI. (f) Registered and
interpolated EPI-QSM. Arrow illustrates artifact near air-tissue
interface.

It is similar to the method of (9), which also enforces an
L1 penalty on the gradient of the susceptibility solution
but without the magnitude constraint to enforce morphology consistency between susceptibility and magnitude. EPI magnitude images were registered (Fig. 1e) to
those of GRE using the linear image registration tool (55)
of FSL. The spatial transformation was then applied to
EPI-QSM, followed by a bilinear interpolation (Fig. 1f),
to match the GRE-QSM spatial resolution.
To investigate the effects of image resolution on the
apparent susceptibility of subcortical GM, the GRE-QSM
reconstruction was performed in two ways using either
the full k-space data from the GRE sequence or truncating k-space to match the in-plane resolution of EPI
before QSM reconstruction. The resulting lower resolution susceptibility maps from this truncated GRE (tGRE)
acquisition were interpolated afterward, in the same
manner as EPI-QSM, to match the original GRE spatial
resolution.
Susceptibility Measurements
Bilateral, 2D regions-of-interest (ROIs) were manually
drawn on the GRE-QSM images around the following
iron-rich subcortical GM regions: globus pallidus, putamen, caudate nucleus, thalamus, substantia nigra, and
red nucleus. The internal capsule (IC) and splenium
were also delineated to be used as possible background
reference (detailed below). The ROIs from GRE-QSM
were overlaid on the registered and interpolated EPIQSM images and on the tGRE-QSM. Due to the long
readout period of single-shot gradient EPI in the
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FIG. 2. Magnitude and susceptibility maps from two methods of two
axial slices containing subcortical
GM. Iron-rich GM regions including caudate nucleus (CN), putamen (PU), globus pallidus (GP),
thalamus (TH), substantial nigra
(SN), and read nucleus (RN), as
well as internal capsule (IC) in the
white boxes are enlarged, and
manually drawn ROI boundaries
are marked in yellow.

presence of susceptibility-induced field inhomogeneity,
geometric distortions can arise. These are especially
severe near air/tissue and bone/tissue interfaces. To
address this distortion, some of the ROIs were slightly
adjusted in position and shape for EPI-QSM measurements. Susceptibility of each region was measured bilaterally in two axial slices (i.e., 4 times in total) wherein
the structures can be most clearly delineated.
Susceptibility from dipole inversion is a relative measure due to the relative frequency difference map from
which it is derived and due to the undefined k-space origin (56). It is thus necessary to choose a reference region
and denote measurements in terms of susceptibility differences between ROIs and the reference region. To minimize the impact of reference on comparisons, a reference
region with uniform and consistent value is needed.
Here, we tried two white matter tracts as reference, the
posterior limb of IC (57) and splenium of corpus callosum (24). Relative susceptibilities were calculated by
subtracting the mean susceptibility of a reference region
(IC or splenium) from those of subcortical GM regions on
a subject-by-subject basis.
RESULTS
Magnitude and susceptibility maps of two axial slices,
containing subcortical GM from both methods (GRE and

EPI), are compared in Figure 2. The ROIs of subcortical
GM as well as internal capsule are shown. Magnitude
images from the two methods display different T1 contrast due to different flip angles and TRs, whereas susceptibility maps show similar tissue contrast. In
addition, susceptibility maps provide better iron-related
tissue contrast than magnitude images for both methods.
Overall, images from EPI appear blurry relative to those
from GRE for both magnitude and susceptibility maps.
The blurriness of EPI arises from both the low spatial
resolution and the transverse signal decay across the
phase encoding direction due to the single-shot readout.
Regardless, EPI-QSM still retains the distinctive hyperintense signal from iron-rich nuclei, providing clear delineation from surrounding tissues and enabling ROIs to be
easily drawn around the border of each subcortical GM
region.
In Figure 3a, unnormalized measurements of subcortical GM and white matter reference regions are compared
using standard high resolution GRE-QSM, truncated lowresolution tGRE-QSM, and proposed EPI-QSM. Mean
GM values appear similar among the three methods, but
the two white matter references show differences, particularly the internal capsule. After normalization to splenium, as shown in Figure 3b, mean values from GREQSM appear slightly greater than EPI-QSM, which is
expected from the differences of splenium in Figure 3a.
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tively, including all six subcortical GM regions. The red
nucleus (triangle marker) is displaced slightly from the
regression lines, which is consistent with previous observations (5,52). If the red nucleus is treated as an outlier
and excluded from the regression, the linear correlation
increases substantially to R2 ¼ 0.95 and 0.96 for GRE and
EPI, respectively. The correlations to brain iron content
of the two methods are very similar.
DISCUSSION

FIG. 3. Comparison of GRE-QSM, tGRE-QSM, and EPI-QSM of
subcortical GM regions from six subjects. (a) Unnormalized susceptibility measurements. (b) Susceptibility values after normalization to splenium.

However, upon statistical analysis, the mean values
show no significance difference (P < 0.05 of paired students’ t tests) between EPI-QSM and the two other methods for any subcortical GM region when using splenium
for normalization. On the contrary, if using IC for normalization, paired t tests indicates significant differences
(P > 0.05) for almost all regions between EPI-QSM and
GRE-QSM, except caudate. But no significant difference
is found between EPI-QSM and tGRE-QSM using IC
normalization.
Susceptibility profiles of a straight line through a vein,
putamen, globus pallidus, and internal capsule are
shown in Figure 4. The profile of GRE-QSM is the sharpest and that of EPI-QSM the smoothest. Due to the lower
spatial resolution, a vein located in the putamen is
obscured in both tGRE-QSM and EPI-QSM, whereas it is
captured as a peak in GRE-QSM profile. Profiles of the
putamen region from GRE-QSM and tGRE-QSM remain
flat with distinct boundaries, whereas those of EPI-QSM
are smooth.
Mean values of GRE-QSM and EPI-QSM relative to
splenium are plotted against brain iron concentration for
subcortical GM in Figure 5. The iron content of each of
the basal ganglia regions and thalamus is estimated from
Table 1a in Hallgren (58). A high linear correlation is
found with R2 ¼ 0.80 and 0.81 for GRE and EPI, respec-

A several-second QSM method using single-shot 2D
multi-slice gradient EPI was proposed and verified for
subcortical GM susceptibility measurements. We investigated the value of EPI-QSM compared to standard GREQSM and found statistically equivalent mean values for
iron-rich subcortical GM regions. In addition, susceptibilities from EPI-QSM increase linearly with estimated
iron concentration with a high correlation (R2 ¼ 0.96, Fig.
5a), in agreement with our GRE-QSM results (Fig. 5b)
and previous reports using GRE-QSM (5,24,52).
Both the low in-plane spatial resolution and the
single-shot readout degrade EPI-QSM resolution. On
average, normalized EPI-QSM values were 0.011 ppm
(5% of globus pallidus susceptibility) less than GREQSM, and were 0.003 ppm (1.5% of globus pallidus
susceptibility) less than tGRE-QSM, with the latter difference arising from the T2* blurring effects of the
extended EPI readout. Clearly it is the lower in-plane
spatial resolution that dominates these differences. Small
susceptibility sources, such as microbleeds or calcifications, can be obscured in EPI-QSM, as can any fine
structure. In addition, blood vessels are poorly depicted,

FIG. 4. Intensity profiles of a straight line through iron-rich regions
and internal capsule from GRE-QSM (a), tGRE-QSM (b), and EPIQSM (c) are plotted below. Vertical dashed lines divide different
ROI territories.
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FIG. 5. Correlation of GRE-QSM (a) and EPI-QSM (b) to estimated brain iron concentration. The correlations increased when excluding
red nucleus (triangle marker). Iron content from the Hallgren and Sourander study (58) used a wider age range; therefore, it displays
larger variation.

making quantitative oxygenation venography almost
impossible at this low resolution. Thus, we recommend
single-shot EPI-QSM only for use in subcortical GM,
where it supplies negligible scan time, exceptional image
contrast, and adequate spatial resolution for visualizing
these relatively large iron-rich nuclei.
The accumulation of brain iron may serve as a biomarker of disease processes in several neurological diseases; consequently, MRI measurements sensitive to iron
are receiving increased interest (29,30,57,59,60). QSM
has previously been proposed and validated as a means
for in-vivo brain iron mapping in the iron-rich subcortical nuclei (37–39). The proposed several-second EPIQSM acquisition may enable expansion of brain iron
studies using QSM in both research and clinical settings.
The key advantage of single-shot EPI-QSM over the traditional QSM approach is the 50-fold reduction in acquisition time from several minutes to only several seconds.
This negligible scan time makes EPI-QSM easy to add to
any research or routine clinical protocol. The short
acquisition time also makes it feasible and practical for
patients who cannot remain still for more than a few
seconds.
An additional value of the single-shot gradient EPI
approach is that it already is in common use for other
applications such as BOLD-fMRI. For these fMRI studies,
EPI-QSM can be obtained as a free additional contrast, in
addition to BOLD, to analyze brain iron accumulation in
subcortical GM. Moreover, combining and averaging
fMRI time series can provide even higher signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for EPI-QSM. Note that using QSM for actual
functional studies has been previously performed at 7.0
and 9.4 T using robust visual and motor tasks, but
showed far less sensitivity than BOLD-fMRI (61) and
required 1 mm3 voxel volumes to gain sufficient sensitivity to the subtle QSM changes due to the removal of the
non-local field effects present in traditional BOLD. Here
we have used 1.5 T and voxel volumes of 6.5 mm3;
therefore, we are not recommending single-shot EPIQSM for functional measurement at 1.5 T but only for
brain iron studies as a zero-time addition to BOLD-fMRI.

In addition, EPI-QSM within BOLD fMRI studies can be
used to delineate the subcortical GM nuclei boundaries
owing to their high contrast, which may aid in BOLD
functional analysis.
QSM provides a relative measure of tissue susceptibility; a stable reference is critical for quantitative comparisons. Due to the lower spatial resolution of EPI-QSM, the
profiles in Figure 4 clarify the blurring effect from neighboring structures on IC, which was why splenium was
chosen as the reference. The IC appears more negative
than the splenium due to its higher myelin content (62).
In addition, the susceptibility of white matter is affected
by fiber orientation to the main field (41); however, this
smaller directional effect opposes the myelin effect
because splenium is mainly perpendicular, whereas IC is
mainly parallel to the field. Note that cerebrospinal fluid
was not used as the background reference because of its
variable signal in QSM (24,63). In general, the choice of
background reference in QSM is an area requiring further
research.
We performed single-shot EPI with a 128  128 matrix
size (7=8 partial Fourier on phase encoding). Signal distortions occur due to long echo trains, especially near airtissue interfaces (Fig. 1f, white arrow). However the subcortical GM regions are distant from these air-tissue
regions and subcortical GM susceptibility measurements
are not significantly influenced as long as the ROIs are
drawn accordingly. Higher spatial resolution could be
achieved using a multi-shot approach. However, even
using only two shots would at least triple the acquisition
time from the single-shot approach, requiring two shots
and at least one dummy scan. In addition, single-shot 2D
EPI uses the full equilibrium magnetization with 90 flip
angle to maximize SNR, is less motion-sensitive, and is
already used in most fMRI studies. Three-dimensional
EPI-QSM would also be possible, for example multi-shot
high resolution 3D gradient echo EPI has been used in
phase imaging in multiple sclerosis (64). However, the
total scan time remains long at about 4 minutes. Here we
have used 2D EPI because it is a standard sequence that
is widely available. Although multi-shot versions of both
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2D and 3D EPI-QSM are feasible and would presumably
improve the spatial resolution, our main goal has been to
provide a means to perform QSM with negligible—or in
the case of standard BOLD-fMRI, zero additional scan
time.
CONCLUSION
Single-shot EPI-QSM can be performed on a standard
clinical system to enable measurements of subcortical
GM susceptibility in negligible scan time. Using standard
ROI analysis, the resulting susceptibility values were
found to be statistically equivalent to standard gradient
echo QSM. High linear correlation between EPI-QSM
and iron concentration in subcortical GM was also
demonstrated. Single-shot EPI-QSM requires only
several seconds of acquisition time, thus enabling wider
study of brain iron in subcortical GM when time is
limited.
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